Brant Bamberg - move in was better but there is still room for improvement. Maps for Lazy E and NLBRA do not match. It may help the process if they used the same maps for the event prior to the finals. If you want to come early you will only be able to camp in early arrival spots. Camp in started with early arrivals beginning on Thursday and finishing on Monday. Need to rent a flashing sign board and a couple of flags to signal for people to stop at the check in.

Need better communication for the people waiting for stalls on Sunday evening as they were being cleaned and flipped.

No portal pens for next year. There will be not camping in the "TH" portion of the Yellow Lot.

Be courteous...... Signage. 30 MINUTE TURNOUT

A lot of outside shavings were brought in.

Radios for better communication maybe earlier and more of them for next year. Need a map in the National Office next year. Better generator planning for people coming in early.

Acknowledgement of reading and understanding the rules and expectations of finals with entries.

Needed pump trucks early. Behind all week. They should have been there a couple of days early.

IFYR - The event did not appear to affect NLBRA Finals.

Horses being washed across the road caused issues with water. People were washing horses out of the camping water. Mr. Galen will need to remind people in the mandatory meeting.

Need more wash racks for horses stationed all across the property. The need for this has been dictated as a need.

Kids on Golf Carts after the rodeo.

Schedule the ambulance service to arrive and be set up and ready 30 minutes prior to the event to avoid the doors going up and down. NEXT YEAR THEY NEED A RADIO. Is the Brown Cinch building available for EMT ??

The set up and build. There were some issues that prevented the set up from going smoothly.

Lazy E was down in revenue with food and beverage sales. More people traveled off the grounds. Both the CVBs are happy with the larger amounts of people in the communities.

The rodeo ran smoother. There was still problems with congestion. The tent outside was not used as much.

Golf carts travel and parking was not as congested.
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Openings - There needs to be someone in charge of the openings next year. They were smaller and simpler this year. Dusty Sagers and Ginger Myers set them up.

Video and Jumbotron board people failed in their contract. Jody Duggan videography was utilized and he really stepped up. AWARDS SHOULD BE ADDED INTO THE PROGRAM FOR NEXT YEAR AND SHOULD BE DONE ON THE JUMBOTRON.

There were no problems in the office. The readjustment and facilitating of responsibilities within the office was very successful. There were no mistakes. All information was accurate and there was positive communication when questions were asked. There were no mistakes and fewer people working in the office. The structure was successful.

Respectfully submitted,

Jodi Stoddard
Executive Board Secretary